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Few people have garnered so much enduring interest as Sir Richard Burton. A true polymath,

Burton is best known today for his translations of the Kama Sutra and Arabian Nights. Yet,

Africa stood at the center of his adult life. The Burton-Speke expedition (1856–59) that put

Lake Tanganyika on the map led to years of controversy over the source of the White Nile.

From 1861 to 1864 Burton served as British consul in Fernando Po and traveled widely

between Ghana and Angola. He wrote prodigiously and contributed some of the first detailed

ethnographic accounts of Africa’s peoples. In many ways, however, Africa proved to be

Burton’s undoing. Injuries and sickness sapped his strength, he made enemies in high places,

and, ironically, even the discovery of Lake Tanganyika worked to his disadvantage. Increasingly

frustrated and bitter, he turned to alcohol as a frequent remedy.In this fascinating story of the

relationship between a man and a continent, geographer James L. Newman provides an

intimate portrait of Burton through careful examination of his journals and biographers’ rich

analyses. Delving deepest into Burton’s later life and travels, Newman pinpoints the thematic

mainstays of his career as a diplomat and explorer, namely his strong advocacy of aggressive

imperial policies and his belief that race explained crucial human differences. Historians and

scholars of the golden age of empire, as well as armchair adventurers, will not only discover

what defined this famously enigmatic figure, but venture, themselves, into the heart of mid-

nineteenth-century Africa.
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MidianPREFACEDURING THE FINAL STAGES of preparing Imperial Footprints: Henry Morton

Stanley’s African Journeys, I faced the daunting issue of what to research and write about next.

A literary agent suggested doing something similar, saying readers tend to expect this of

authors. That sounded appealing, since I’d enjoyed time traveling with Stanley. It taught me a

great deal, and I could build upon the experience, while staying anchored in Africa, where most

of my career thoughts have been directed.So, who would the person be? Herbert Ward came

to mind. He’d been part of Stanley’s Emin Pasha expedition “rearguard” disaster and afterward

became renowned for his African sculptures, which told me an artist or art critic would be

needed to do him justice. I’d written a paper on the discovery of gorillas, and so thought about

Paul Du Chaillu. Although he was and still is an interesting figure, his journeys to Africa were

few and each covered pretty much the same ground as the last. A book, thus, seemed most

unlikely. All the while in the back of my mind lurked Richard Francis Burton. He stayed there

because so much had already been written about him. Further reading, though, convinced me

a niche still existed that hadn’t yet been well filled, namely the theme of Burton and Africa. Yes,

his biographers have written about this, but with eyes predominantly on him. So, I continued

on, hoping to refine the theme by bringing the Africa he visited more to the fore. Late one night,

for whatever reasons I can’t say, the title of a great World War I film starring Kirk Douglas

flashed before my mind and, voilà, I had it.Books like this one cannot be written without the

assistance of others, and I would like to single out Mary Lovell for a special thank you. She’d



combed the world searching for information to write A Rage to Live and graciously suggested

that I pay a visit to go through her files and use what I wanted. When that became impossible,

she directed me to the Orleans House Gallery. Being able to consult the files there saved me

much time and not a little money. And, of course, I have to thank the gallery staff, led by Mark

De Novellis, for allowing me to work in a quiet place with all the items completely at my

disposal.Four people at the Royal Geographical Society need to be mentioned for their kind

and invaluable services: the archivist officer, Sarah Strong; the map librarian, David McNeill;

the picture library manager, Jamie Owen; and the collections and enterprise assistant, Julie

Cole. And I can’t forget now-retired Francis Herbert for his valuable advice and council.

Unfortunately, I don’t have the names of the many people at The National Archives who

assisted me. All I can do, therefore, is thank them, one and all, for their kindness and amazing

efficiency in providing requested documents.At the Huntington Library the Avery chief curator

of rare books, Alan Jutzi, always found time in his busy schedule to say hello and pass on

valuable information. I’m particularly indebted to him for bringing to my attention Burton’s hand-

drawn map of the journeys Dr. Livingstone made while he was presumed lost. Culled

seemingly from newspaper accounts, it is reproduced here. And there’s no way I can thank

Gayle Richardson enough for allowing me to work in her office while she recatalogued the

library’s Burton collection.I must thank the staff of Syracuse University’s Special Collections

Research Center of Bird Library for hunting through the stacks to find my many requests. The

super hunter of all is Nicolette Dobrowolski. And the Interlibrary Loan Department never once

failed to locate a book or article I needed. Indeed, in several instances they found items I

thought impossible to find.Personal thanks are owed to Joe Butler for stimulating conversations

about Burton over beers in London. I owe a debt of gratitude to David Robinson for assistance

with research in London and at the Huntington Library. Once again, Joe Stoll provided

excellent cartographic assistance. And many thanks to Don McKeon for his meticulous editing

of my manuscript.AFRICAINTRODUCING RICHARD F. BURTONON MONDAY MORNING,

October 20, 1890, Sir Richard Francis Burton bade farewell to this world. His was a

comparatively peaceful ending to a remarkable and often highly turbulent sixty-nine years of

life. Bold and brilliant, Burton made contributions to such fields as exploration, linguistics,

ethnography, geography, and literature, and more esoteric ones like fencing and falconry. Some

credit him with being the founding father of sexology, both from life experiences and

translations of erotica, notably the Kama Sutra and Anaga Ranga. Not to be forgotten are his

military service and many years as a consul for the British Foreign Office in four locations. In

the words of admirer and collector Quentin Keynes, Burton “lived and experienced enough for

a dozen lives.”1 In the process, he generated about as much controversy as it is possible for

any one person to do. And the years since his passing haven’t witnessed much change in this

regard. With all Burton left behind, and all he didn’t, it’s been possible to use many different

epitaphs to characterize him—genius, hero, misfit, egomaniac, madman, bigot, revolutionary,

misanthrope, gypsy, to cite a few that have some ring of truth to them. Two others, though,

perhaps come closer to the real Burton. One is that of explorer, at least as defined by historian

Daniel J. Boorstin, namely a “seeker,” someone “who risks uncertain paths to the unknown.”2

For Burton, the “unknown” included mind and spirit, as well as physical places. The other is

“actor.”3 His most famous role was that of impersonator, but there were others, such as

provocateur and victim, the two sometimes conflated, which he played on many occasions. To

this must be added the epitaph cultural critic. Sometimes an outsider looking in, at other times

he was an insider looking out.Little wonder, therefore, that Burton continues to be a subject of

interest. There are two active websites, and , devoted to him, and the Orleans House Gallery in



Twickenham, England, has held three exhibits focused on Burton and his wife Isabel in the last

two decades—A Blaze of Light Without a Focus (1990), Lady Burton’s Gift to the Nation

(1998), and Burton, the Case For and Against (2005). He’s even wound up being featured in

five novels and made it to the silver screen in the 1990 epic The Mountains of the Moon, based

on William Harrison’s fictionalized account Burton and Speke.4 Just recently a documentary of

sorts, The Victorian Sex Explorer, appeared on British television. Additionally, many of Burton’s

books are being reissued.
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With all Burton left behind, and all he didn’t, it’s been possible to use many different epitaphs to

characterize him—genius, hero, misfit, egomaniac, madman, bigot, revolutionary, misanthrope,

gypsy, to cite a few that have some ring of truth to them. Two others, though, perhaps come

closer to the real Burton. One is that of explorer, at least as defined by historian Daniel J.

Boorstin, namely a “seeker,” someone “who risks uncertain paths to the unknown.”2 For

Burton, the “unknown” included mind and spirit, as well as physical places. The other is

“actor.”3 His most famous role was that of impersonator, but there were others, such as

provocateur and victim, the two sometimes conflated, which he played on many occasions. To

this must be added the epitaph cultural critic. Sometimes an outsider looking in, at other times

he was an insider looking out.Little wonder, therefore, that Burton continues to be a subject of

interest. There are two active websites, and , devoted to him, and the Orleans House Gallery in

Twickenham, England, has held three exhibits focused on Burton and his wife Isabel in the last

two decades—A Blaze of Light Without a Focus (1990), Lady Burton’s Gift to the Nation

(1998), and Burton, the Case For and Against (2005). He’s even wound up being featured in

five novels and made it to the silver screen in the 1990 epic The Mountains of the Moon, based

on William Harrison’s fictionalized account Burton and Speke.4 Just recently a documentary of

sorts, The Victorian Sex Explorer, appeared on British television. Additionally, many of Burton’s

books are being reissued.Burton’s rise to fame started with the successfully completed

pilgrimage to Mecca in 1853. Prior to this time, while he had demonstrated an array of talents,

especially with languages, and experienced more than his fair share of adventures, only family,

a few friends, and colleagues knew of him. But newspaper reports of the deed and his

subsequent book, Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El-Medinah and Meccah (1855-56),

turned Burton into a celebrity. Further adventures and a penchant for outspokenness helped

keep him in the limelight. In addition, he wrote prodigiously. Depending on exactly what’s

counted, some fifty books, many with multiple volumes, carry his name. The best known, and

certainly most profitable, The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night with supplements ran

to sixteen volumes. Articles, letters to the editor, reports, and speeches flowed from his pen as

well. Nonetheless, in many ways Burton lived an unfulfilled life. His dream of becoming a high

level diplomat remained just that, a dream: he spent the final seventeen years of his life as

Great Britain’s consul in Trieste, hardly a top posting. As Burton himself noted, “Professionally

speaking, I was not a success.” He pointed his finger characteristically at others’ inadequacies,



not his own, for the reasons why. “It is hard for an outsider to realise how perfectly is the

monopoly of commonplace, and to comprehend how fatal a stumbling-stone that man sets in

the way of his own advancement who dares to think for himself, or who knows more or who

does more than the mob of gentlemen-employés who know very little and who do even less.”5

As for financial fortune, it pretty much passed him by, and the family kitty was all but empty

when he died.That his outspoken and often sarcastic to insulting style played an important role

has been well documented. It created enemies, many in high places, who would strike back

when opportunities arose. Gordon Waterfield hit it pretty much on the head when he remarked,

“At every stage of his life Burton puzzled, shocked, and exasperated people.”6 Yet, there was

also something else involved that has been less commented upon. I’m speaking of Africa,

where Burton traveled extensively from 1853 to 1864. Indeed, he once called it his “adopted

home.”7 But like many such homes, Africa didn’t provide a nurturing environment. Injuries and

sickness sapped Burton’s strength, and few things worked out as intended. Indeed, failures

spoke louder than accomplishments. In their wakes he became increasingly frustrated and

bitter, with alcohol a frequent remedy. I would even venture to suggest that his time spent in

Africa and its aftermath distracted Burton from what proved to be his real attributes, those of

literary translation and commentary. Even his language proficiency may have suffered. He

never did become fluent in any African language. Effort could very well have been better

placed on furthering his knowledge of those languages he had learned earlier. Fairness, of

course, requires that I note his accomplishments, some of which were significant. Overall,

though, a promising future after the Mecca pilgrimage hit the skids and never really got back

on track.For his part, Burton proved to be a troublesome adopted son of Africa. While there he

went from being merely a servant of British imperialism to one of its strongest advocates. His

voice in favor of developing more decisive and aggressive policies grew ever louder, with

economic and geopolitical concerns top priorities. If Great Britain didn’t seize the opportunities

presented, then, Burton argued, other European powers, especially France and Bismarck,

would to the country’s detriment. Despite having once said, “England is the only country where

I never feel at home,” he was steadfast in promoting the interests of his natal land. Any attempt

to portray Burton as someone less than a red-blooded imperialist, as Greg Garrett has, runs at

odds with the facts.8Africa was also where Burton turned from being a man with strong, often

prejudicial beliefs about people into a leading proponent of the new “science of race.” Based on

crude morphological measures, such as skin color and phrenology, it argued that evolution

triggered by the environment had created a hierarchy of human races. When Burton began

thinking in such terms is unclear; the best one can say is that the rudiments were formed

before he went to Africa. They can be seen in two early books, Goa and the Blue Mountains

(1851) and Sindh, and the Races that Inhabit the Valley of the Indus (1851). For example, in

the latter, he referred to the Baluchi as being “far superior to the common Sindhi in appearance

and morals. He is of fairer complexion, more robust frame and hardier constitution.”

Accordingly, “the dark complexion of the Sindhi points him out as an instance of arrested

development.”9 One can also see here the rudiments of what would become an obsession in

later books: making comparisons, whether well-founded or not. Less in doubt is that

experiences in Africa led Burton to give race greater and greater prominence as an explanation

of human differences more generally. What he called “true” Africans, or Negroes, ranked near

the bottom of the hierarchy, primarily because they inhabited tropical climates, which

supposedly produced lethargy and degraded physical forms. In line with the ideas of

philosopher Herbert Spencer, who coined the phrase “survival of the fittest” in 1864, Burton at

one time thought they would probably disappear in the not-too-distant future because they



would be unable to compete in the new world facing them.Burton’s embrace of this stance

contributed to a number of stereotypes. One linking the imperial agenda to race was that of

Africans being “children” who needed guidance from more advanced peoples to grow into

“adults.” Another involved Africans’ supposed lack of creative abilities. Consequently, anything

seen in tropical Africa smacking of a higher stage of development, whether physiological or

cultural, had to, in Burton’s mind, have come from outside sources, notably lighter-skinned

people from the north. Relying on these stereotypes, his work contributed to a long-held

“Hamitic hypothesis” that would not be exposed as fallacious until the mid-twentieth

century.10While Burton’s imperialist and racist leanings, a common tandem in the nineteenth

century, have received attention, the role Africa played in their development has not been

subjected to close scrutiny. Noticeably missing is how these biases evolved over time as

Burton interacted with Africa and Africans, and so my procedure will be to follow him, looking

at where he went and why, what he saw and did, what happened to him along the way, and,

most important, what, in the end, he said about everything, whether fact or fiction, right or

wrong. Although a man of action, it was primarily through words that Burton confronted the

world. And, unlike some others who wrote about distant lands, he was his own wordsmith, one

who didn’t bother about making revisions to please publishers and the public.A subtheme that I

feel needs to be pursued is Burton and women. Simply put, he used them, whether for

pleasure, for enlivening stories, for making points, or as subjects for his fascination with sex,

more generally. Even his wife Isabel seems to have mattered more for her usefulness than

anything else. Furthermore, some of Burton’s comments on African women rank among his

most racially charged. They well illustrate the point made by Patrick Brantlinger about the close

links that developed between imperialism, racism, and sexism, or better, perhaps, in Burton’s

case, misogyny, in the nineteenth century.11This task requires an understanding of the Africa,

or more accurately the different Africas, into which Burton stepped. Although he made many

astute observations that stood the test of time, others did not, and, despite his mental acuity

and wide-ranging study, he couldn’t know everything. And, like each of us, what he saw was

filtered by experiences and preexisting biases. Today, we have much more information at our

disposal to get closer to the realities of time and place Burton encountered. This doesn’t mean

that I’ll be providing detailed historical, ethnographic, and environmental accounts of the lands

through which he passed. To do so would require a book of several volumes and lead to

numerous diversions of attention along the way. Instead, I’ll concentrate on those matters that

seem most pertinent to achieving a better understanding of what it was about Africa that led

Burton to say what he did, how experiences there affected him, and what impacts his presence

had.This book, therefore, is not a biography of Richard F. Burton, per se. Quite a few have been

written over the years, with The Devil Drives (1967) by Fawn Brodie, Captain Sir Richard

Francis Burton (1990) by Edward Rice, Burton: Snow Upon the Desert (1990) and From the

Sierras to the Pampas (1991) by Frank McLynn, and A Rage to Live (1998) by Mary Lovell

being required reading for anyone interested in Burton, the person. Also of significance is The

Highly Civilized Man (2005) by Dane Kennedy. Kennedy uses a thematic approach to

investigate Burton, contending “we can make more sense of the man if we work harder to

situate him in the multiple contexts that gave shape and direction to his life.”12 His choice is the

Victorian world surrounding Burton; mine the various African worlds he entered. The newest

addition is The Tangled Web (2008), in which Jon R. Godsall seeks to challenge many previous

“givens” about Burton’s life. More of a fact check and an exposé than a biography, it still must

be read by all Burton scholars and enthusiasts.Nonetheless, to tell the story properly requires

that I present the salient features of Burton’s days before Africa, connect the threads between



times spent there, and bring his life to a close. Structurally speaking, therefore, what follows

does resemble a biography. Such an approach, I believe, is especially useful for nonspecialists,

as they can better see how Burton’s life and thoughts evolved. For his devotees, this will mean

traveling familiar grounds and at times slighting what might be of most interest to them. If

fortunate, I hope what I say will both inform and, on occasion, provoke them.An indispensable

source of information is The Life of Captain Sir Richard F. Burton. Compiled by Isabel Burton

and published in 1893, it contains what he related to her during a sea voyage to India in 1876,

plus extracts from his writings, letters, diaries, and an array of other materials. Everything up to

1861, save editorial comments and some insertions, she put in his voice. In 1861 a warehouse

fire destroyed virtually all of Burton’s possessions, including manuscripts, letters, and journals.

After that date the book is as much about her as him. His biographers have uncovered further

details and corrected errors in The Life. Isabel sanitized much and left out more in her attempt

to tell the story of the man she considered her “earthly god and king.”13 The book must,

therefore, be read with caution and judged in the light of other evidence whenever

possible.Mention of The Life brings up Isabel’s pyrotechnics shortly after her husband’s death.

She decided it was best to burn many of Richard’s papers, and when word got out, it caused

an immediate and enduring outrage. Burton scholar James Casada has called it “a damnable

act” that “denigrated his memory and rendered a singular disservice to students of the man

and his milieu.”14 Mary Lovell has been somewhat less critical, noting that Isabel didn’t burn as

much as many people have assumed and most of the items, like bills and receipts, were

useless, while others Richard himself wanted destroyed. According to Isabel, he signed the

following: “In the event of my death, I bequeath to my wife Isabel Burton, every book, paper, or

manuscript, to be overhauled and examined by her only, and to be dealt with entirely at her

discretion and in the manner she thinks best, having been my sole helper for thirty

years.”15Much of the initial reaction centered on the pages of The Scented Garden that went

up in smoke. An update of the earlier Perfumed Garden of the Cheikh NefZaoui, Richard was

working on the book at the time of his death. According to Isabel, he called it a “pot-boiler,” and

she determined the work was beneath his standards.16 The more critical losses comprised

letters and diaries. The logical assumption that she kept most, if not all, of these at hand for

writing The Life would mean they were included in another burning that took place later.Several

other books of the time deserve brief mention. A Sketch of the Career of Richard F. Burton by

Alfred Bate Richards, Andrew Wilson, and St. Clair Baddeley appeared in 1886. Just ninety-six

pages long, it’s of interest mainly for some personal reflections and observations about

Burton’s early life. The following year saw the publication of Richard F. Burton, K. C. M. G.: His

Early, Private and Public Life by Francis Hitchman. The Burtons allowed Hitchman access to

their papers in anticipation of the book being an “official biography.” Overall they weren’t happy

with the results, despite its largely sympathetic tone, and much of what Hitchman wrote would

later appear in The Life. Then there’s The True Life of Capt. Sir Richard F. Burton, K. C. M. G.,

F. R. G. S. by Burton’s niece Georgiana Stisted, which came out in 1896. While containing

some interesting reminiscences on her uncle’s life, much of it was designed as an attack on

Isabel. Finally in 1897 W H. Wilkins published The Romance of Isabel Lady Burton: The Story

of Her Life. It was in some ways a response to Georgiana Stisted and contains much of

personal interest about Isabel and Richard.
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Corbett, “I always enjoy reading abouthim. Burton was one of my childhood heroes, I always

enjoy reading abouthim.”

The book by James L. Newman has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 6 people have provided feedback.
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